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A significant metric in federal mammography quality standards is the phantom image quality
assessment. The present work seeks to demonstrate that automated image analyses for American
College of Radiology~ACR! mammographic accreditation phantom~MAP! images may be per-
formed by a computer with objectivity, once a human acceptance level has been established.
Twelve MAP images were generated with different x-ray techniques and digitized. Nineteen medi-
cal physicists in diagnostic roles~five of which were specially trained in mammography!viewed the
original film images under similar conditions and provided individual scores for each test object
~fibrils, microcalcifications, and nodules!. Fourier domain template matching, used for low-level
processing, combined with derivative filters, for intermediate-level processing, provided translation
and rotation-independent localization of the test objects in the MAP images. The visibility classi-
fication decision was modeled by a Bayesian classifer using threshold contrast. The 50% visibility
contrast thresholds established by the trained observers’ responses were: fibrils 1.010, microcalci-
fications 1.156, and nodules 1.016. Using these values as an estimate of human observer perfor-
mance and given the automated localization of test objects, six images were graded with the
computer algorithm. In all but one instance, the algorithm scored the images the same as the
diagnostic physicists. In the case where it did not, the margin of disagreement was 10% due to the
fact that the human scoring did not allow for half-visible fibrils~agreement occurred for the other
test objects!. The implication from this is that an operator-independent, machine-based scoring of
MAP images is feasible and could be used as a tool to help eliminate the effect of observer
variability within the current system, given proper, consistent digitization is performed. ©1997
American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~97!00205-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

An integral portion of the American College of Radiolog
~ACR! mammography accreditation program~MAP! is the
phantom image quality test, which alone accounts for 25%
the MAP’s failures. An additional 10% fail due to both th
phantom image quality criterion and a clinical mammogr
criterion.1 The MAP phantoms contain clinically relevan
test objects designed to represent typical breast patholo
fibrils ~or fibers!, microcalcification groups~or specks!, and
nodules~or masses!. The objects decrease in size and
trast sufficiently to demonstrate a visibility threshold using
typical clinical image technique and viewing apparatus. F
certification, a facility’s phantom image is analyzed indepe
dently by three American Board of Radiology~ABR! certi-
fied medical physicists who are experienced in mammog
phy quality control and trained in reading phantom imag
709 Med. Phys. 24 (5), May 1997 0094-2405/97/24(5)/7
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The criteria used by the readers has evolved to includ
system of partial scores commensurate with the perce
object visibility as well as a system of deductions for ima
artifacts. The three independent object visibility net sco
are averaged and must demonstrate visibility for at least f
fibers, three microcalcification groups, and three masses2 A
requirement for using phantoms to monitor image quality
nonvariable, consistent viewers.3 However, there are two
sources of variability in the MAP process which could le
to inconsistent accreditation failure. First, the percept
variability among medical physicists which has been
sessed in previous research.4–6 Second, variabilities in the
phantom manufacturing processes have also been d
mented in the literature5,7 and may be compounded onto th
viewer inconsistency. Ultimately the phantom image qua
evaluation test for accreditation, as well as the phant
70909/15/$10.00 © 1997 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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710 Brooks et al. : ACR mammographic accreditation phantom images 710
manufacture itself, involve human variabilities, the ramific
tions of which may not be acceptable in a national mamm
raphy program.

The authors have previously proposed a computer-vis
phantom image analysis approach to mitigate these effe6

Generally such approaches perform poorly, compared to
mans, when interpreting complex scenes requiring high
order human skills associated with memory and the vis
cortex.8 However, the phantom image test objects are st
dard geometric shapes on a uniform background which
comparison to actual patient mammograms, are simple
suggest that perhaps an automated, computer-vision sy
for evaluating the phantom images can match human ac
tance levels for test objects in mammography phantom
ages. Similarly, other researchers5 have demonstrated th
success of statistical methods for comparing each facili
accreditation image against a standard image. In their st
relative contrast of the two largest microcalcification grou
and three largest nodules was measured on MAP image
varying quality and a linear, least-squares relationship t
high-quality reference image was assumed. Though t
quantitative image measurements did not include all of
test objects in the MAP phantom image~three of the five
nodules and two of the five microcalcification groups we
utilized!, the human observer responses for these tar
were well predicted by the quantitative, linear relationsh
with much less overall variance than the human observe

We chose another approach to quantitative phantom
ages analysis. The present work stemmed from earlier
server experiments which demonstrated variability in
MAP phantom evaluation process.4 The complete problem o
scoring image artifacts was not included in this study. Ho
ever, all test object groups and all sizes were included in
effort to encounter the human visibility threshold. We h
pothesize that if this human visibility contrast threshold
quantified, then a visibility decision based on it may be p
formed by an autonomous computer algorithm. Since ma
mography is predominantly performed via x-ray film, tran
parency film digitization devices, appropriate for th
phantom evaluation process, have been analyzed and
cessful technology identified.9 A description of the phantom
and imaging systems used are provided in the next sec
Also, the human observer MAP phantom image experim
tal design and threshold contrast results are summarized
age processing algorithms which were developed to a
matically locate all MAP phantom image test objects a
predict their visibility relative to threshold contrast are d
scribed and compared to human observers for these tas

II. METHODS

A. Phantom

A commercially available breast phantom@Radiation
Measurement Incorporated~RMI! Model-156 Breast Phan
tom, Middleton, WI 53562#which meets MAP standard
was used. This standard mammographic phantom~SMP! is
constructed of a 10 cm310 cm34.5 cm thick acrylic block
with a removable, tissue-equivalent wax insert in one fa
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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~serial #312 156 type 4 phantom!. The insert is embed
with various sizes of nylon fibers to simulate soft-tiss
edges, aluminum oxide particles to simulate microcalcifi
tions, and water-density masses to simulate tumors.10 These
objects represent common breast pathologies and are pr
in sizes that range from being easily visible to invisible in t
phantom film image. The wax insert is 0.4 cm thick a
contains the fibers, microcalcification groups, and masse
depicted in Fig. 1.

B. Mammographic systems

Two dedicated mammography units were used. The G
eral Electric ~Senograph 600T Series HF Mammograp
Machine, General Electric, 92137 Issy les Moulinea
France!and the LoRad~M-II Mammography Machine, Lo-
Rad Medical Systems, Danbury, CT 06811! machines are
both equipped with Molybdenum anodes and filtration. T
General Electric machine has a 0.3 mm focal spot size an
65 cm source-to-image distance was chosen. The LoRad
a 0.3 mm focal spot size and a fixed 50 cm source-to-im
distance. All images were taken using standard 18324 cm
mammography film~Min R E, Kodak Company, Rocheste
NY 14445! with a mammographic screen~Min R, Kodak
Company, Rochester, NY 14650! and developed with the
same undedicated darkroom film processor~Kodak RP
X-omat automatic processor, Kodak Company, Roches
NY 14650!. A set of eleven representative phantom fil
were selected from 50 films which were generated us

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the mammographic accreditation phan
~MAP! showing the locations and relative sizes of the features.
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711 Brooks et al. : ACR mammographic accreditation phantom images 711
these two machines and various techniques. The main s
tion criteria used was the background optical density in
center of the film, which ranged from 0.61 to 2.50. Since
wide range of film densities is acceptable in the MAP, p
sumably because radiologists preferences span a rang
background densities, films were selected which spanned
range of qualities expected from facilities participating in t
ACR MAP @private communication, ACR Mammograph
Accreditation Physicist reader~1992!#. The techniques ar
listed in Table I. The machines are subject to routine qua
control including the ACR MAP certification for both of th
dedicated units.

A specimen radiography machine~SRM! ~Faxitron series,
43807N X-Ray system, Hewlett-Packard, Pruneridge,
95014-9826!was used to produce a reference phantom
age. This machine is designed to operate for long expos
without tube damage. It has a source-to-image distance o
cm. The same type of mammography film was utilized a
was also processed with an undedicated processor~Kodak
RP X-omat automatic processor, Kodak Company, Roch
ter, NY 14650!. The remaining film~Table I, No. 5! was
obtained using a nonclinical technique with a 10 min exp
sure on a typical specimen radiography unit with the ph
tom’s wax insert placed directly on the film, without an i
tensifying screen or cassette. The purpose for using a n
mammographic machine and technique for this film was
maximize object visibility and produce a film which repr
sents the upper bound of image quality. The eleven clin
technique films all have less subject contrast and more
than film No. 5.

TABLE I. System configurations and exposure techniques for the obse
experiments.

Film
No. X-ray unit kVp mAs

Optical
density at
film center

1 LoRad 35 6 1.10
2 LoRad 30 13 1.21
3 LoRad 26 40 1.44
4 LoRad 28 12 1.62
5 SRMa 20 600 2.51
6 General

Electric
30 115 0.99b

7 General
Electric

30 82 0.66b

8 General
Electric

22 400 1.11

9 General
Electric

26 125 1.25

10 General
Electric

35 12 0.61

11 General
Electric

26 82 0.96

12 General
Electric

26 74 0.69

aSRM5specimen radiography machine.
bIncludes 1.3 cm scattering media placed on top of phantom.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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C. Film digitization

A previous study investigated the various digitization tec
nologies which could be used for this imaging problem.9 The
smallest objects in the images are the last microcalcifica
group ~;160/mm diameter!. From Nyquist sampling fre
quency considerations, this indicates a device capable of
livering an 80mm spot size or smaller. Similarly, the rang
of optical densities represented spans nearly three op
density units, which indicates a device capable of deliver
into the thousands of unique gray values. The digital ima
were generated with a cooled charge-coupled device~CCD!
~Photometrics, Model 2300, Phoenix, AZ! providing 2033
32045 each at 12 bits. The camera was installed in a Bl
Containment Box~BCB! with a previously specified light
source and detector arrangement.11 Those details are briefly
summarized here. The field of view~FOV! of the camera
was adjusted to encompass the phantom image boundary
minimize stray light, the light source was collimated by
opaque tray with a 10 cm square opening directly over
center of the light source. The light source consisted o
bank of fluorescent cool-white light bulbs arranged along
edges of a two-foot square to yield an approximately fl
symmetrical light source in the center. The light sour
opaque tray, and CCD camera were all adjusted in their r
tive positions to yield maximum brightness values in t
center of the brightest object in the phantom image wh
minimizing the exposure time and maintaining the FOV. T
CCD chip and the square opening were registered du
digitization. This arrangement assured the consistent al
ment of images during digitization without regard to the d
gree of rotation of the phantom image relative to the edge
the film. It also allowed the full spatial resolution of the CC
to sample the 10 cm square which yielded approximately
mm pixel in each direction. A Macintosh IIfx compute
which interfaced with the CCD camera, was used to acqu
and store the images on an optical platter for processing w
a standard UNIX workstation and C compiler.

D. Model-based vision computation

The algorithm for analyzing SMP digitized film images ma
be characterized as a constrained, two-dimensional, mo
based recognition technique. The problem domain for
algorithm involves processing two-dimensional digital im
ages of specific test objects in the SMP images, localiz
the objects, and estimating their visibility according to e
perimentally measured observer data. The objects and
proximate locations are defineda priori. The shapes include
rectangular-shaped fibers slanted at645°, circular-shaped
microcalcifications, and larger, disklike simulated tum
masses. In order to accomplish the localization requireme
the approach taken must not drastically alter the spatial
cation of the shapes in the images. Constrained rotation
the fibers~45° rectangles!as well as translation of the fiber
and other shapes must be allowable. Given these initial c
straints, a template matching scheme was utilized for ob
localization.

er
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1. Frequency domain template matching

Figure 2 depicts the template matching process in the
tial domain. The digitized images are 2033 pixels by 20
pixels ~10 cm square FOV! by 12 bits/pixel due to the reso
lution requirements for sampling the 160mm microcalcifica-
tion group. This dictates a prohibitively large object ima
and template image for a spatial domain approach. Th
fore, the template matching approach utilized a fast Fou
transform ~FFT!, decimation in time, or Cooley–Tuke
algorithm.12 The only assumptions are that the array sizes
square and are evenly-divisible by 2. These conditions h
been met by the proposed digitization scheme. Equation~1!
provides the mathematical definition of the continuous, tw
dimensional Fourier transform, where

F~u,v !5E
2`

` E
2`

`

f ~x,y!exp@2 j2p~ux1vy!#dx dy.

~1!

The variablesu andv are the associated frequency comp
nents for thex and y variables. The functionsf (x,y) and
F(u,v) are the Fourier transform pairs. The parametej
5 A21 is the standard imaginary number. The convolut
theorem provides the means for using frequency domain
relation as an alternative to a spatial domain approach.
theorem states that the spatial domain convolution, given
f (x,y)* g(x,y), is equivalent to the corresponding frequen
domain relation,F(u,v) • G(u,v), as shown in Eq.~2!:

f ~x,y!* g~x,y!⇔F~u,v !•G~u,v !,

F~u,v !•G~u,v !⇔ f ~x,y!* g~x,y!, ~2!

f ~r ,u1u0!⇔F~v,w1w0!.

This is practically the process of centering the template
age over the first pixel of the object image, multiplying t
template’s values by each value underneath it, replacing
original image pixels by the product, and moving the te

FIG. 2. Spatial domain schematic depicting the correlation off (x,y) and
templateg(x,y) at point (s,t) ~adapted from Ref. 13!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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plate across the image in the spatial domain. In the freque
domain, this can be accomplished by simply multiplying t
two Fourier-transformed functions and inverse transform
the product. The continuous version of the convolution p
cess is given by Eq.~3!:

f ~x,y!* g~x,y!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

f ~a,b!g~x2a,y2b!da db.

~3!

Since an image is formed of quantized gray values, Eq.~3!
must be cast into discrete form. The two-dimensional, d
crete Fourier transform is given by Eq.~5!, which follows
from application of Eq.~4! to Eq. ~1!:

f e~x,y!5H f ~x,y!, 0<x<A21 and 0<y<B21

0, A<x<M21 and B<y<N21,
~4!

ge~x,y!5H g~x,y!, 0<x<C21 and 0<y<D21.

0, C<x<M21 and D<y<N21,

F~u,v !5
1

N (
y50

N21

(
x50

N21

f ~x,y!expF2 j2p~ux1vy!

N G . ~5!

Equation~4! allows f (x,y) and g(x,y) to become discrete
arrays with finite bounds of sizeA by B andC byD, respec-
tively. Equation~6! follows from application of Eq.~4! to
Eq. ~3!. The valuesM andN are the assumed periodicity i
the x andy directions, respectively:

f e~x,y!* ge~x,y!5
1

N (
m50

M21

(
n50

N21

@ f e~m,n!

•ge~x2m,y2n!#,
~6!

M>A1C21, N>B1D21.

The issue of wrap-around error is of concern with the co
volution process. This issue is treated in detail in ma
references.12,13 To completely avoid this error, the image
should be adjusted until the conditions forM andN in Eq.
~6! are met. It is sufficient to summarize this effect by stati
that both the image@ f (x,y)# and template@g(x,y)# need to
be zero-padded out to the maximum positive or nega
duration of the objects of interest. For instance, if an obj
of interest occupied the middle-half of an image, and
template was sized similarly, the template must be expan
by adding zero values to perimeter locations until its ar
size is larger by one-half the dimension of the object. T
image must also be increased in this fashion or, if it is
ready large enough to meet this requirement, the same
responding locations must be either zero padded or igno
as they will be corrupted from wrap-around error. The p
cess of zero-padding effectively selects a window of inter
through which to view the image. This is unavoidable
practice since most images are of objects which are th
selves finite in extent~i.e., nonzero mean!. Unless the ima
is band-limited and periodic, all spatial frequencies canno
completely recovered after forward and reverse Fou
transformations have taken place. The effect adds a s
degree of blur to the inverse-transformed resultant image
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713 Brooks et al. : ACR mammographic accreditation phantom images 713
the current context, this loss of very high-frequency inform
tion is negligible since the Fourier results are used for re
tive correlation coefficient estimation only and this err
does not affect the original image values or the contrast
culation.

Since the FFT is a symmetric linear operator, arbitra
translation and rotation of the test images are maintai
throughout Fourier space processing. This is demonstr
by Fig. 3 where the power spectrum rotates along with
object, assuring that the FFT will not alter the original tran
lation and rotation of the image information. The pow
spectrum display@Eq. ~7!# allows visualization of the Fourie
frequency domain information. The termsR(u,v) and
I (u,v) are

P~u,v !5R2~u,v !1I 2~u,v !, ~7!

The real and imaginary components of the transformed fu
tion, F(u,v). This is also evident in the polar coordina
representation of the convolution theorem statement p
vided by the last line of Eq.~2!.

2. Object localization algorithm

The implementation of the Fourier convolution techniq
as well as other model-based techniques are combined in
single algorithm referred to as the Mammography Qua
Control Program~MQCP!. Figures 4 and 5 depict the alg
rithmic data and control flow. The main assumption made
MQCP is that the digitized input images are cropped or
timally digitized at the apparent edge of the wax insert. T
assumption is readily met in practice by the CCD device a
the BCB arrangement. If the film is translated during dig
zation, the result will become evident in the displacem
report but this will not add error to the localization proce

FIG. 3. ~a! Simple object in spatial domain,~b! power spectrum of simple
object, ~c! simple object rotated 45°, and~d! power spectrum of rotated
simple object.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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unless the film is shifted more than about 1 cm or more. T
rotation- and translation-independent nature of the Fou
transform localization methods provides this immunity. T
1 cm limit is due to the constraints of the phantom manuf
turer whereby any displacement error of more than a f
millimeters is sufficient for rejection@Private Communica-
tion, RMI-156 Breast Phantom Product Manager~1993!#.
Thus, these constraints were utilized in MQCP to limit t
search areas.

The Fourier-domain template matching approach use
the start of the MQCP provides only a partial measure
object localization. Following Fig. 6, the control flow:~1!
reads the image and its dimensions and scale;~2! extracts the
first subimage and performs its FFT;~3! either reads a pre
computed mask-FFT~shaded lines in Fig. 6!for the particu-
lar shape or generates a zero-centered, binary mask fo
shape and performs the FFT;~4! the object FFT and the
mask FFT are then multiplied, element-by-element, to p
form the convolution;~5! the inverse-FFT is performed o
the product image;~6! the resultant image is a matrix o
correlation coefficient values indicating the degree of cor
lation the template exhibited for the value’s location in t
original image. This process is shown with correspond
images in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for the three shapes. For
second portion of the MQCP control flow, shown in Fig.
the correlation surface resulting from part 1 is searched
maxima in the search ranges determineda priori and these
locations are stored. Typical maxima are indicated in Figs
7, and 8. Since one objective for fibers is to measure
amount of rotation, the ideal angle for a particular fiber w
used to create the mask and minor angular differences
tween the mask and the actual grayscale image do not ap
ciably affect measurement of the underlying fiber angu
placement error. The same argument holds for displacem
error of the other shapes. This effect should be apparen
Fig. 7, where only a portion of the speck group is used as
input image and the approach localizes the specks in a
rectly registered, correlation surface image. This is true
long as displacement is no more than the manufactu
specified 1 cm in any direction for all three shapes~including
individual specks!. The MQCP was not designed or tes
for objects displaced beyond this limit.

The fiber correlation surface, shown in Fig. 6, is ess
tially a ridge of high values which are somewhat noisy, d
pending upon the noise and artifact levels in the origi
image. Multi-element, unidirectional derivative filters we
tested to determine which would demonstrate the peak
ues of fiber correlation or maximum ridge. The results fro
the filter testing were used to select the optimal filter size
MQCP’s localization of fiber peak values. The peak valu
of fiber correlation can deviate from a straight line depend
on the image noise and the amount of dislocation of the fi
relative to the subimage lateral boundaries. The latter ef
is due to the frequency-domain errors associated with
FFT convolution approach as discussed previously. To av
these effects, the peak values are only considered aroun
cm square vicinity of the ideal,a priori fiber location. The
image noise may still cause a discontinuity in the ridge v
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FIG. 4. Images corresponding to Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP!control flow for fibers. The original fiber image and an appropriate bin
mask are Fourier transformed~the power spectra of each are shown below each original image!and multiplied in the frequency domain. The product is th
inverse Fourier transformed to yield the convolution image. The convolution image is depicted by scaling the correlation coefficients to 8 bits. Th
maximum correlation is evident by the darkest area in the vicinity of the original fiber.
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ues which fall inside this spatial constraint. This effect
handled by iteratively selecting portions of the ridge unti
section, as long as the particular fiber is wide, gives ang
from a least-squares fit to within 10° of thea priori 45°. If
the constraint is not met after ten iterations, MQCP will st
searching and default to thea priori location as the centroid
coordinates. Equation~8! mathematically describes the leas
squares fit used by MQCP. The angle was taken as the
verse tangent of the slope from the least-squares fit wh
xi5peak locationi , x coordinate;yi5peak locationi , y co-
ordinate;n5total number of peak values:14
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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angle5tan21F X(
i51

n

xiyi2S (
i51

n

xi(
i51

n

yi D C
(
i51

n

xi2

S (
i51

n

xi D 2
n

G . ~8!

The peak values should include the numerically largest va
of correlation in the image. However, a minor discrepan
could arise from application of the derivative filter used
find the peak values. If this occurs, the final centroid coor
nates for a fiber are taken to be thex coordinate from the
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FIG. 5. Images corresponding to Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! control flow for speck groups. The original speck group image and
appropriate binary mask are Fourier transformed~the power spectra of each are shown below each original image! and multiplied in the frequency domain
The product is then inverse Fourier transformed to yield the convolution image. The convolution is depicted by scaling the correlation coefficients
The area of maximum correlation is evident by the darkest area in the vicinity of the original fiber.
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the
maximum correlation location and they coordinate is taken
as the peak value corresponding to thex coordinate. Since
the specks and masses are rotationally symmetric, there
angular error component. The ideal locations for all 16 o
jects are schematically depicted in Fig. 9. These locations
measured from the edges of the image, thus it is assu
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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-
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that the input images are cropped at the wax edges as p
ously discussed. The centroid coordinates were sele
which were within 1 cm of the ideal locations shown in Fi
9 and the maximum of the correlation surface in the sa
search area. The speck groups are arranged in the co
and center of a regular pentagon. The ideal location of
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FIG. 6. Part 1— Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! algorithmic data and control flow.
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center of the speck group is assumed to coincide with
location shown in Fig. 9 where specks occur. The ideal
cations of the remaining specks in a given group are m
sured relative to the coordinates of a pentagon centered a
the coordinates shown in Fig. 9. The displacement er
were measured by the standard distance formula applie
the MQCP-located centroid coordinates and the ideal co
dinates for a particular shape.

3. Object visibility

Once the location of a particular shape is estimated,
contrast of the shape is determined. The contrast for MQ
is calculated by Eq.~9!, whereS5signal, average gray valu
of located object;B5background, average value of area s
rounding located object; dark5dark current of camera sys
tem ~if applicable!:11

C5
S2dark

S1B2dark
. ~9!

The background area dimensions were selected which
compassed enough background area to provide a stable
erage gray-value for the region. The MQCP utilizes a co
parable area of surround, or greater, on each dimensio
the object as suggested by Chesters.15 The MQCP indicates
the areas used as signal and background by marking the
est outside pixel black at the border of each region of in
est. This computer graphics feature allows the MQCP loc
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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ization results to be quickly analyzed for accuracy. Samp
of this process are provided in the results section.

Final classification of the localized objects is perform
by a two-hypothesis~binary!Bayesian classifier. The class
fication variable is threshold contrast,Ct, and the decision
for visibility is assumed to be at 50% visibility. Implemen
tation of this classifier is accomplished by comparison o
particular shape’s contrast with the threshold value for t
shape and establishing visibility if it is greater than t
threshold and nonvisibility if it is less than the threshold. T
observer data were taken from previously presen
measurements.4 Section III contains the determination of C
for the three shapes used in MQCP.

Testing of MQCP against humans for ACR passing ra
was performed for six images which had a moderate
server response rate. That is, about half as many passe
images as failed them. Human observers in the present w
did not include scoring of artifacts or partial object visibility
The moderate response rate for these films assured th
human threshold was encountered in each shape cate
because a portion of the human observer population ha
fail the images for the response rate to be moderate.
images used were digitized from film numbers 1, 2, 3, 5,
and 10 of those listed in Table I. The same images were
used to train the binary classifier by establishing the thre
old contrasts for each shape. While using the same image
both establish a threshold and test the threshold could lea
bias in the classifier, the objective of this work is to demo
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FIG. 7. Images corresponding to Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP!control flow for masses. The original mass image and an appropriate bi
mask are Fourier transformed~the power spectra of each are shown below each original image!and multiplied in the frequency domain. The product is th
inverse Fourier transformed to yield the convolution image. The convolution is depicted by scaling the correlation coefficients to 8 bits. The area of
correlation is evident by the darkest area in the vicinity of the original fiber.
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strate that automated processing is feasible. Establishme
a universally applicable threshold or other decision me
derived from actual ACR cases is necessary for future
vancement of such an approach, but it is not addressed in
work.

For displacement error testing, three SMP wax inse
were used from a selection of rejected SMPs from the ph
tom vendor. These inserts were specifically rejected beca
of their displacement errors. Each image represents a re
tion based upon one shape. The known errors consist of:
1, the fifth fiber is significantly rotated past 45°; film 2, th
third speck group has a severely displaced speck; and film
the last mass is severely displaced. The errors were qu
fied by physically estimating displacement or rotational d
viation from estimated ideal conditions. The SMP film im
ages were digitized and the pixels manually counted. T
ideal conditions were estimates used to demonstrate
MQCP could quantify errors. Comparison of MQCP and t
measured errors are provided in the results in Table II.

After MQCP has estimated location, errors, contrast, a
visibility for all shapes, final output reports are genera
summarizing this information. Sample output results fro
MQCP for a test image are provided in the results in Tab
III and IV. They include displacement errors and rotati
errors for fibers, displacement errors for speck groups
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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masses, and contrast information for the above as well
final ACR passing decision based on the object visibil
scores.

III. RESULTS

A. Automated localization performance

Table II contains the comparison between MQCP a
measured distances for displacement errors as well as a
error for the three films which failed the phantom vendo
quality control requirements. The distances given are c
troid displacement distances, measured relative to Fig
Both the angle errors and the distance errors indicate
MQCP is capable of tracking displacements and angular
ror relative to any arbitrary reference frame. This is a
evident from the results shown in Fig. 10 for film No. 5. Th
observer passing response for this film was unanimou
100%.4 These results are indicative of the localization p
formance expected from MQCP when a very good qua
image is provided and high-resolution digitization used. F
film No. 2, MQCP’s localization performance is shown
Fig. 11. These results are indicative of a film which is on
marginally meeting the ACR passing rate criterion. This fi
averaged less than 50% passing rate from all of three gro
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FIG. 8. Part 2—Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! algorithmic data and control flow.
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FIG. 9. Ideal centroid coordinates for Mammography Quality Control P
gram ~MQCP! displacement error calculations. The lateral edges of t
ideal reference frame corresponds to the edges of a square mask used
the digitization of each phantom image. This provided a convenient re
ence frame and allowed the spatial resolving capabilities of the CCD cam
to operate only on the image contents without wasted space around the
edges.
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of 30 observers each.4 The image is noisy and all of the
objects are not necessarily visible to the human eye.

B. Automated vision performance

The results from training MQCP’s binary decision clas
fier are shown in Fig. 10. The low spatial frequency obje
~fibers and masses!exhibit very similar contrast visibility
and are distinct from the response for high spatial freque
objects~specks!for the observers tested. These results are
agreement with similar results presented previously.15 The
threshold contrast values corresponding to the decision p

-
s
ring
r-
ra
ark

TABLE II. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! localization
performance compared to phantom vendor quality control. The angle
distance measurements were made manually on the film image. The
puted~MQCP! estimates for angle and distance were made relative to
ideal reference frame shown in Fig. 9.

Film
no. Error Angle~°!

MQCP
angle~°!

Distance
~cm!

MQCP
distance

~cm!

1 fiber
angle

72 69.7 n/a n/a

2 speck n/a n/a 1.64 1.78
3 mass n/a n/a 1.93 2.04
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TABLE III. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! summary output report. Contrast, visibility, an
displacement error for film 5. The first half of this table gives the computer measured contrast and indica
pass/fail decision. The last half provides an example summary displacement report. The displacement is
to the ideal reference frame outlined in Fig. 9. This shows how a computerized approach could be u
documenting manufactured locations for quality assessment.

Contrast and visibility report
Fibers Contrast~min. 1.010! Visible

1 1.093 Yes
2 1.079 Yes
3 1.069 Yes
4 1.060 Yes
5 1.034 Yes
6 1.031 Yes

Number of fibers visible: 6 ~ACR requirement: 4!

Speck
Groups

Contrast~min. 1.156!
1 2 3 4 5 6 Visible

1 1.276 1.329 1.342 1.327 1.318 1.309 Yes
2 1.570 1.578 1.544 1.534 1.323 1.602 Yes
3 1.502 1.546 1.578 1.571 1.610 1.611 Yes
4 1.338 1.332 1.441 1.360 1.453 1.375 Yes
5 1.130 1.132 1.101 1.107 1.067 1.089 No
Number of speck groups visible: 4 ~ACR Requirement: 3!

Masses Contrast~min. 1.016! Visible
1 1.229 Yes
2 1.121 Yes
3 1.098 Yes
4 1.057 Yes
5 1.023 Yes

Number of masses visible: 5 ~ACR requirement: 3!

Displacement report~mm from ideal!

Fiber No. Right~1!
Left~2!

Up~1!
Down~2!

Centroid
distance

Rotation angle
~degrees!

1 21.498 20.005 1.498 45.324
2 6.840 0.277 6.846 246.685
3 11.094 20.756 11.120 45.987
4 20.277 21.366 20.323 243.953
5 21.545 210.643 10.755 44.678
6 4.305 25.432 6.93 245.000

Centroid distance
Speck

group No.
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 13.507 13.493 14.962 15.441 13.515 11.6
2 19.902 19.325 21.255 21.453 19.265 17.8
3 12.599 10.662 12.337 15.005 14.330 12.2
4 13.405 12.598 14.697 15.892 14.956 12.9
5 18.485 16.799 18.746 15.410 15.756 15.7

Mass No.
Right~1!
Left~2!

Up~1!
Down~2!

Centroid
distance

1 18.587 212.174 22.219
2 20.136 219.103 19.104
3 0.418 219.291 20.331
4 12.784 219.291 23.143
5 18.164 217.930 25.523
6;
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ability of 50% visibility were: fibers, 1.010; specks, 1.15
and masses, 1.016. These values were utilized in MQC
test for visibility of located objects.

The results from testing MQCP with six test images a
comparing them to human judgments are shown in Table
The contrast, visibility, and displacement error results
l. 24, No. 5, May 1997
to

d
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summarized in Tables III and IV for the two images show
in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Localization graphics
these images indicate the areas used for signal and b
ground in the contrast calculation. The MQCP gave the sa
object scores as humans for film 5~Fig. 10.!This was evi-
dence of the ability of the system to correctly operate
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TABLE IV. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! summary output report. Contrast, visibility, an
displacement error for film 5. The first half of this table gives the computer measured contrast and indica
pass/fail decision. The last half provides an example summary displacement report. The displacement is
to the ideal reference frame outlined in Fig. 9. This shows how a computerized approach could be u
documenting manufactured locations for quality assessment.

Contrast and visibility report
Fibers Contrast~Min. 1.010! Visible

1 1.019 Yes
2 1.014 Yes
3 1.009 No
4 1.002 No
5 1.003 No
6 1.005 No

Number fibers visible: 2 ~ACR requirement: 4!

Speck
Groups

Contrast~Min. 1.156!
1 2 3 4 5 6 Visible

1 1.123 1.201 1.111 1.076 1.167 1.105 No
2 1.195 1.193 1.122 1.162 1.083 1.165 Yes
3 1.166 1.234 1.236 1.229 1.245 1.178 Yes
4 1.101 1.123 1.131 1.169 1.138 1.145 No
5 1.115 1.085 1.142 1.099 1.115 1.074 No
Number speck groups visible: 2 ~ACR requirement: 3!

Masses Contrast~Min. 1.016! Visible
1 1.061 Yes
2 1.023 Yes
3 1.021 Yes
4 1.003 No
5 1.007 No

Number of masses visible: 3 ~ACR requirement: 3!

Displacement report~mm from ideal!

Fiber No.
Right~1!
Left~2!

Up~1!
Down~2!

Centroid
distance

Rotation angle
~degrees!

1 2.493 6.991 7.422 45.567
2 6.418 0.230 6.422 245.749
3 8.700 0.324 8.706 45.134
4 11.451 6.991 13.416 246.987
5 23.469 0.812 3.563 46.005
6 8.296 0.390 8.305 246.003

Centroid distance
Speck

group no. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 10.957 11.0691 12.404 12.802 10.924 9.1
2 17.200 16.713 18.468 18.612 16.860 15.6
3 10.876 9.066 10.413 13.049 12.710 10.8
4 12.480 10.183 12.161 13.514 12.717 10.6
5 14.778 13.563 20.137 15.850 15.165 13.3

Mass No. Right~1!
Left~2!

Up~1!
Down~2!

Centroid
distance

1 17.742 29.732 20.236
2 22.155 216.991 17.127
3 4.681 217.460 18.077
4 9.920 211.310 15.044
5 21.028 212.577 24.503
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extremely good images. Film 2 gave conflicting results
tween MQCP and the trained diagnostic physicists. The
son film 2 failed was due to the fact that only half of th
fourth fiber is actually visible. The observers were instruc
to make a judgment between visible or nonvisible, thou
l. 24, No. 5, May 1997
-
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d
h

40% of the trained observers commented that the fiber
half-visible while viewing this film. Thus the contrast is low
ered by an appreciable amount, causing it to drop below
threshold. In this instance, the binary classifier still com
very close to reaching the same decision as humans~off by
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10%!. The specks and masses for film 2 registered pas
scores with MQCP as they did with humans. A more co
plex classifier, such as a multi-hypothesis decision rule, m
provide closer results in these cases. The MQCP passe
failed the remaining films the same as the human observ

FIG. 10. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP!-measured con-
trast versus percent visibility for fibers, specks, and masses. The obse
were specialists trained in diagnostic physics.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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IV. DISCUSSION

Since current SMP designs do not provide an abso
reference frame such as fiducial markers, the methods u
had to locate the test objects autonomously. To help w
this, a digitization mask was created which cropped the fi
image at the apparent edge of the wax insert. At this po
the images were positioned so that the shapes were
known order. Having properly digitized the images, the i
age processing was performed in two stages: object loca
tion and object visibility. First, object localization is crucia
since no attempt to model visual responses with compu
can work without first finding gray values which have a hi
probability of being related to the correct objects. Thus, lo
level processing utilizing Fourier domain template match
was employed to provide a registered map of correlation
efficients. Intermediate-level processing utilized derivat
filters operating on the correlation coefficient map to fi
local maxima. This terminology is consistent with that
Maar.16 These results look promising for salient localizatio
of the test objects in SMP images. The algorithms perform

ers
FIG. 11. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! localization, film 5.
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FIG. 12. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! localization, film 2.
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at least as well as humans and without human variabi
This was to be expected since the computer has acce
much more information than the human eye can process
is in agreement with other published results.5 The final stage
of processing was the high-level classification which w
modeled by a Bayesian classifier using threshold contras

TABLE V. Mammography Quality Control Program~MQCP! passing rate
results compared to human observers.

Film No. MQCP judgment
Trained-physicist ACR

passing rate

1 Fail ~,50% probability! 40%passed
2 Fail ~,50% probability! 60%passed
3 Pass~.50% probability! 100%passed
5 Pass~.50% probability! 100%passed
6 Fail ~,50% probability! 20%passed
10 Fail ~,50% probability! 40%passed
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 5, May 1997
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to
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as

measured from the target observer group. Threshold con
has previously been identified as a useful predictor varia
for estimating human visibility.5,17 The performance by
MQCP, coupled with a cooled CCD 2033 by 2045 by 12
camera digitizer, is in good agreement overall with specia
trained human observers. However, the same image tes
was used to establish the threshold and test the class
While using the same images to do this could lead to bia
the classifier, the objective of this work was to demonstr
that automated processing is feasible, not to establish a
neric classifier threshold which would apply universal
Now that this has been shown, any model of human perc
tion that is effective may be used for the classification. W
are currently considering other models of human visual c
sification for both the test objects and artifacts.

In any system useful for a national program, there is
additional requirement of artifact analysis. The current s
tem of deductions and half-visible object scores was no
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place at the time our original observer measurements w
taken and we have no set of human responses for the al
unlimited random shapes presented by artifacts. We feel
the role for MQCP is to preprocess the images to find the
objects. After the objects are located, then subtract th
from the image and process the remaining image area fo
ing on artifacts. We are currently working to establish a d
tabase of known artifacts from which to devise a method
at least developing a computer-assisted tool for documen
artifacts and deducting points. In addition, we are extend
this work by investigating phantom design enhancement
provide an all-encompassing quality assessment includ
spectral information, entrance exposure information, dir
measurement of noise power, and MTF to provide m
quantitative, objective measures of image quality.

In summary, machine interpretation is plausible and co
be used in conjunction with the current MAP phantom ima
evaluation process to improve consistency and objectiv
The techniques used for object recognition and scoring co
be extended to image artifacts augmented by decision in
ence rules. Digitization devices which meet the requis
technical performance criterion are commercially availa
and must be used consistently. Such an approach coul
used to assist with elimination of manufacturing errors a
provide an autonomous screening tool for future mamm
graphic facility accreditation. The ultimate significance w
be apparent when the implementation of such an appro
provides more consistent, high-quality mammograms.
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